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[1] We present a mechanical analysis of the problem of slip partitioning between the
major thrust systems in a collisional range. We focus on two structures in the Himalayas
of central Nepal: the Main Himalayan Thrust (MHT) and the Main Central Thrust (MCT).
We use finite element modeling to test the influence of various parameters, such as
friction coefficients and surface processes, and we investigate how they affect the
distribution of deformation between these two faults. We observe that reproduction of the
late Quaternary kinematic pattern across the range with our model requires strict
conditions on the friction coefficients, such that the MHT is very weak, whereas the MCT
is significantly stronger. The most important parameter that controls slip partitioning
appears to be the dip angle of the MCT, with a gentler or steeper MCT promoting or
inhibiting slip, respectively. We also show that transient loading and unloading through
focused glacial erosion in the higher part of the range can unclamp the MCT and allow a
significant increase in slip rates. The results of this mechanical sensitivity investigation
have important implications for the dynamics of the Himalayan wedge and point toward
along‐strike structural variations as a first‐order control on slip partitioning.
Citation: Godard, V., and D. W. Burbank (2011), Mechanical analysis of controls on strain partitioning in the Himalayas of
central Nepal, J. Geophys. Res., 116, B10402, doi:10.1029/2011JB008272.

1. Introduction
[2] Active mountain ranges comprise rapidly evolving
structural complexes whose behavior is either controlled by
internal factors, e.g., lithospheric rheology, or external ones,
e.g., intensity of erosion and sedimentation. One of a
deforming range’s most salient characteristics and probably
the most important when it comes to understanding its
kinematics is the existence of crustal‐scale faults that
accommodate a large fraction of the far‐field strain. Documenting the timing and magnitude of slip that is accommodated on those individual structures has the potential to
yield critical insights on the dynamics of the whole orogen
[e.g., Lavé and Avouac, 2001; DeCelles et al., 2001].
Extensive studies have been carried out in the major
mountain ranges around the globe and, in many settings,
have yielded a relatively thorough documentation
concerning (1) the architecture of the range [Martin et al.,
2005], (2) the boundary conditions to which it is submitted,
e.g., the magnitude of erosion and far‐field long‐term
velocities [Bettinelli et al., 2008], and (3) its internal
deformation pattern [Le Fort, 1975; Schelling and Arita,
1991; Harrison et al., 1998; Hodges, 2000; DeCelles et al.,
2001; Avouac, 2003; Robert et al., 2009]. A process‐
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based understanding of the dynamics of those orogenic
systems that links all the observations mentioned above is
an attractive research objective and lies at the core of
numerous studies. However, a mountain range’s actual
physical behavior, which directly controls the way applied
boundary conditions are converted into an observed
deformation pattern, is still poorly understood. In particular, the mechanical principles for the partitioning of
deformation across multiple fault systems are still largely
unresolved, largely because of the difficulties of investigating changing fault behavior over different timescales
[Friedrich et al., 2003].
[3] With respect to orogenic processes, a key result of the
last two decades of research is the conceptual development
of the idea of interactions and couplings between tectonics
and surface processes [Beaumont et al., 1992; Avouac and
Burov, 1996; Willett, 1999; Thiede et al., 2004; Whipple
and Meade, 2006; Tomkin and Roe, 2007; Berger et al.,
2008; Whipple, 2009]. Although the primary factors controlling strain patterns in mountain ranges were widely
recognized to be the rheology of the lithosphere, fault
strength or the characteristics of the far‐field kinematic
forcing, several studies have concluded that surface processes could also focus deformation in regions of high
erosion and, as a consequence, control the strain pattern of
the whole orogen [Willett, 1999]. Those surface processes
actually encompass a wide spectrum of phenomena ranging
from various modes of large‐scale erosion [Beaumont et al.,
2001] to the filling of peri‐orogenic sedimentary basins
[Fuller et al., 2006] or the growth and retreat of ice bodies
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[Hampel et al., 2007]. These processes nevertheless share a
common mechanical implication which is to add or remove
mass within the range and, as a consequence, to significantly
perturb the crustal stress field. A particularly important
previous result has been the numerical prediction that such
surface processes can not only influence the large‐scale and
long‐term deformation of mountain ranges, but that they
also have the potential to modulate the slip rate of individual
faults at timescales of a few thousands years [Hetzel and
Hampel, 2005; Hampel and Hetzel, 2006; Hampel et al.,
2007; Turpeinen et al., 2008; Hampel et al., 2009;
Maniatis et al., 2009]. Such results hold first‐order implications for the understanding of the partitioning in space
and time of shortening between the major faults of an active
orogenic wedge.
[4] The purpose of the present study is to use a mechanically based approach to investigate the factors controlling
the partitioning and accommodation of deformation in an
active orogenic system. Observations from the Himalaya of
central Nepal underpin this exploration. The Himalayas
have been a propitious site for the study of continental
tectonics and geomorphology, including the investigation of
potential coupling between the two, because of the intensity
of climatic and kinematic gradients across the range. This
range is also of particular interest for our study because
kinematic reconstructions suggest that several crustal‐scale
thrust faults may have been sequentially active over the last
few million years [Schelling and Arita, 1991; Schelling,
1992; DeCelles et al., 2001; Robinson et al., 2003; Searle
and Godin, 2003; Pearson and DeCelles, 2005; Leloup et al.,
2010]. However, the mechanical rationale for the partitioning of deformation between these faults is only partially
understood and is, therefore, the main question addressed by
this study.
[5] First, we present the geodynamical context of the
Himalayas of Central Nepal with a focus on aspects that are
relevant to the specific problem of the shortening distribution between the major thrust faults. Next, we introduce the
principles of the geodynamic modeling approach that we use
to tackle this problem. Then, after describing the results
associated with our reference model, we successively
explore and discuss a range of internal parameters and
external forcings that are likely to have an influence on the
pattern and magnitude of deformation partitioning.

2. Tectonic Setting and Problem Statement
2.1. Overview of the Himalayas of Central Nepal
[6] We focus here on data that are specifically relevant to
our study and refer the reader to published reviews for a
more complete coverage of the geological and geodynamical setting of the Himalayas of Central Nepal [Gansser,
1964; Le Fort, 1975; Hodges, 2000; Avouac, 2003; Yin,
2006; Avouac, 2007]. As one of the main expressions of
the ongoing collision between India and Eurasia, the
Himalayan range currently accommodates ∼30–50 % of the
convergence between the two plates [Bilham et al., 1997;
Jouanne et al., 1999; Larson et al., 1999; Zhang et al.,
2004; Bettinelli et al., 2006]. From a morphological point
of view, the Himalayas also constitute one of the steepest
topographic escarpments on Earth with a transition from
near sea level in the Gangetic plain to ∼5000 m on the
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Tibetan Plateau occurring across an horizontal distance of
∼120 km.
[7] From south to north, the range comprises a distinct
succession of morpho‐tectonic units that are bounded by major
crustal‐scale, mostly contractional, structures (Figure 1). The
most external unit is the Siwaliks range that is actively
deforming in the hanging wall of the Main Frontal Thrust
(MFT) and is overthrusting the Gangetic foreland. The MFT
is currently the most active structure of the Himalayan range
and, at least in parts of central Nepal, it accommodates most
of the 20 mm/yr of Holocene shortening between India and
southern Tibet [Lavé and Avouac, 2000]. The Siwaliks
foothills are bounded on their northern edge by the largely
inactive Main Boundary Thrust (MBT) that marks the
transition to the Lesser Himalaya. Spanning from the MBT
to the Main Central Thrust (MCT), the Lesser Himalaya
(LH) is typified by relatively subdued topography and low
rock uplift rates, and it mainly comprises metasediments of
Indian affinity [Bollinger et al., 2004a]. Topography starts to
rise significantly when approaching a physiographic transition (PT2: [Catlos et al., 2001; Hodges et al., 2001; Wobus
et al., 2003]) and entering the metamorphic and crystalline
sequence of the Higher Himalaya (HH) that lies north of the
MCT and is characterized by steep hillslopes and entrenched
gorges [Pratt et al., 2002; Gabet et al., 2004a]. Finally, the
South Tibetan Detachment system separates the southern
Himalayan units from the Tethyan Sedimentary Series that
constitutes a large part of the high range [Searle and Godin,
2003]. Underlying the Lesser and Greater Himalaya and
connecting with the MFT, the Main Himalayan Thrust
(MHT) is considered to be the plate boundary interface
along which India underthrusts the Himalayas [Zhao et al.,
1993; Nabelek et al., 2009].
[8] Even if the MFT is the main active structure at present,
the late Cenozoic history of the Himalayas is characterized
by a complex sequence of southward activation and abandonment of the major structures [Leloup et al., 2010].
Although the central Nepal region of the Himalayas is one of
the most intensively documented mountain ranges, numerous controversies and unresolved questions concerning its
geodynamical and geomorphological activity remain unresolved and lie at the core of active investigations.
2.2. Glaciations in the Himalayas of Central Nepal
[9] Glaciers are widespread in high elevation areas in the
Himalayas of central Nepal and can occupy a significant
fraction of the landscape above 5000 m [Pratt‐Sitaula,
2005; Harper and Humphrey, 2003]. Glaciers display a
wide range of variations in their present ice‐discharge pattern and surface evolution along the Himalaya arc. Such
variations can be related to a dual influence on their
dynamics and mass balance that depends on both global
northern hemisphere temperature and the intensity of the
Asian monsoon. However, local geomorphic factors and, in
particular, contrasts in supra‐glacial debris cover also have a
critical influence [Scherler et al., 2011]. Few studies have
attempted to document the current effective erosion that can
be attributed to glaciers in the Himalayas. A local study in
the Marsyandi in central Nepal catchment shows that, on
average, glacial erosion rates are <10 mm/yr and are in part
controlled by orographic precipitation with rates <5 mm/yr
in the dry northern part of the catchment [Godard et al.,
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Figure 1. (a) Generalized map of the Himalayas of central Nepal, showing the position of the main
faults discussed in this study. The Marsyandi catchment (black box, inset b) and the cross section used
to project the data (insets c‐h) are also indicated. (b) Overview map of the Marsyandi catchment in central
Nepal, showing the main tectonic units [Searle and Godin, 2003] and modern glaciers [Armstrong et al.,
2005]. Black lines denote the extent of early Holocene glaciers proposed by Pratt‐Sitaula [2005]. Black
box indicates the location of Figure 2. Cross sections (N18°) across central Nepal displaying different data
sets available. (c) Schematic geological cross section [Lavé and Avouac, 2001; Avouac, 2003; Hodges
et al., 2004] corresponding to the geometry used in the mechanical model (Figure 3). MCT: Main
Central Thrusts; MFT: Main Frontal Thrust; MHT: Main Himalayan Thrust. (d) GPS velocities (circles)
in a fixed India reference frame [Bettinelli et al., 2006] and longer term estimates for the convergence
across the Himalayas (squares: Holocene [Lavé and Avouac, 2000], Quaternary [Armijo et al., 1986] and
Late Cenozoic [Lyon‐Caen and Molnar, 1985]). (e) Topography (mean, ±1s and extremal values) and
precipitation pattern derived from TRMM data [Bookhagen and Burbank, 2006] and station network
[Burbank et al., 2003]. (f) ±1s topographic envelope (dark gray) and areal percentage of modern glacial
coverage (red line) [Armstrong et al., 2005]. (g) Synthetic fluvial incision profile derived from shear‐
stress analysis across central Nepal [Lavé and Avouac, 2001]. Erosion rates inferred from mineralogical
spectra analysis [Garzanti et al., 2007] and sediment gaging [Gabet et al., 2008]. The light blue and red
domains indicate the extents of two distinct geomorphic domains arising from the comparison of short‐
[Gabet et al., 2008] and long‐term [Blythe et al., 2007] erosion estimates. See text for details. (h) Fission
track ages in the Marsyandi catchment [Burbank et al., 2003; Huntington et al., 2006; Blythe et al., 2007].
Note that the horizontal scale is different for this inset. Light blue and red domains are the same as in
previous inset.
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Figure 2. Sample location map and age‐elevation profiles for the low‐temperature thermochronology
data available across the MCT zone in the Marsyandi catchment, displaying an offset in colling ages that
could be a manifestation of Quaternary reactivation on related structures [Huntington et al., 2006; Blythe
et al., 2007]. See Figure 1b for location.
2011]. Important fluctuations in the extension of Himalayan
glaciers have been documented over the Quaternary [Owen
et al., 2002; Owen and Benn, 2005; Gayer et al., 2006;
Owen et al., 2008]. In central Nepal, the depression of the
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) equilibrium line altitude
(ELA) has been estimated to be between 500 and 1000 m
[Duncan et al., 1998; Harper and Humphrey, 2003; Pratt‐
Sitaula, 2005], which suggests likely changes in the relative importance of glaciers in the erosion of the Himalayan
range. However, no estimates of the magnitude of past
glacial erosion rates currently exist in the area, although
far‐field estimates suggest that the global sediment flux out
of the range was significantly modulated by variations in
glacial coverage [Goodbred and Kuehl, 1999; Rahaman
et al., 2009].
2.3. Two Himalayan Open Questions
[10] In Central Nepal, recent reconstructions of tectonic
and erosive processes in space and time highlight two
important unresolved questions: to what extent is Himalayan
shortening partitioned onto faults other than the Main
Frontal Thrust; and can climatically modulated variations in
erosion and in both sediment and ice loading affect slip rates
on major faults?
2.3.1. Quaternary Kinematic Evolution of Central
Nepal
[11] Current geodetic deformation rates [Bilham et al., 1997;
Larson et al., 1999; Jouanne et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 2004;
Bettinelli et al., 2006] and longer‐term studies [Lyon‐Caen and
Molnar, 1985; Armijo et al., 1986; DeCelles et al., 2001]
indicate that shortening across the central Himalayas in Nepal
is ∼2 cm/yr. For the Holocene period, a study of deformed
terraces at the front of the range lying south of Kathmandu
showed that most, if not all, of this shortening between India
and southern Tibet could be accounted for by slip on the MFT
in the Himalayan foreland [Lavé and Avouac, 2000]. At the
scale of the whole range, this observation has spurred the
development of a widely recognized geodynamical and seismotectonic model for the Himalayas of central Nepal in which
the MHT is the major active crustal fault and its ramp‐flat
structure is responsible for the observed interseismic and long‐
term patterns of rock uplift [Lavé and Avouac, 2001; Cattin
and Avouac, 2000; Avouac, 2003; Bollinger et al., 2004b].

[12] In contrast, west of the Kathmandu transect, recent
studies have documented offsets of both apatite fission track
and muscovite 39Ar‐40Ar ages (Figure 2 [Huntington and
Hodges, 2006; Blythe et al., 2007]), as well as structural
and morphological studies [Hodges et al., 2004] at some
locations across the MCT Zone, that suggest that a modest
but significant fraction of the Indo‐Tibetan convergence
could have been absorbed by slip on the MCT since 2.5 Ma.
Those observations have underpinned a geodynamical
model of central Nepal in which out‐of‐sequence thrusting
on the MCT significantly contributes to the kinematic
budget of the range and has moved the question of a Late
Cenozoic reactivation of the MCT to the center of ongoing
debates [Bollinger et al., 2004a; Hodges et al., 2004;
Bollinger et al., 2004b; Wobus et al., 2005; Whipp et al.,
2007; Robert et al., 2009; Herman et al., 2010a; Robert
et al., 2011].
[13] One possible way to reconcile these divergent
observations (all slip occurs on the MFT versus significant
slip on the MCT) would be to have intermittent activity on
the MCT, with the last active episode being pre‐Holocene
[Hodges et al., 2004]. Alternatively, the discrepancies
between those observations and interpretations could result
from significant along‐strike variations in the structures of
the Higher and Lesser Himalayas in central Nepal, especially as related to the complex structure of the MCT in that
region and the existence of the massive, but laterally limited
Kathmandu klippe (Figure 1a). In any case, a better
understanding of the mechanical behavior of the Himalayan
wedge has the potential to deliver critical insights on the
dynamics of those different faults and the parameters that
control slip partitioning across the range, which is the main
purpose of the present study.
2.3.2. Time Variations of Erosion in the High Range
[14] Another pending question and interesting conundrum
in the Himalayas relates to the variation of erosion in space
and time over climatic timescales. Almost 20 years of
extensive studies in Central Nepal, particularly in the Marsyandi catchment, have documented spatial patterns in surface processes in significant detail and across several
timescales [Lavé and Avouac, 2001; Burbank et al., 2003;
Gabet et al., 2004b, 2004a; Huntington and Hodges, 2006;
Huntington et al., 2006; Brewer et al., 2006; Blythe et al.,
2007; Garzanti et al., 2007; Gabet et al., 2008, 2010].
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Table 1. Reference Rheological Parameters Used for the Visco‐elasto‐plastic Formulation Used in This Studya

Elasticity
Young modulus, E (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio, n
Density, r (kg/m3)
Plasticity
Cohesion, c (MPa)
Internal friction angle, 
Viscosity
Standard fluidity, g 0 (Pa−n/s)
Power law exponent, n
Activation energy, Ea (kJ/mol)

Upper Crust (dry quartzite)

Lower Crust (Maryland diabase)

Mantle (dry olivine)

50
0.25
2900

50
0.25
2900

150
0.25
3300

10
30°

10
30°

10
30°

6.3 10−24
2.72
184

6.31 10−20
3.05
276

7.9 10−18
3.5
528

a

Kirby [1983], Carter and Tsenn [1987], Kirby and Kronenberg [1987] and Tsenn and Carter [1987].

Gradients in modern erosion rates and precipitation seem to
indicate that erosion in the Himalayan rain shadow
[Bookhagen and Burbank, 2006] is up to fivefold slower
when compared to wetter areas to the south [Garzanti et al.,
2007; Gabet et al., 2008] (Figure 1g, light blue (dry) and red
(wet) domains, respectively). In contrast, an exceptionally
dense data set of apatite fission track ages in the same region
suggests that at ≥105‐yr timescales, erosion rates are about
as fast in the currently dry region as they are where the
monsoon is dominant [Burbank et al., 2003; Blythe et al.,
2007] (Figure 1h). Given that the northern, semi‐arid area
hosts the majority of the glaciers today and was much more
extensively glaciated in the past, it has been hypothesized
that erosion in the currently more arid regions was several
fold faster when glaciers were more expanded in the past
and compensated for slower rates like those of today [Gabet
et al., 2008]. In addition, these changes are likely to be
coupled to the evolution of the strength of the Indian
monsoon.
[15] Recent studies that tie slip on thrust faults to glacial
unloading [Turpeinen et al., 2008] prompt us to examine
whether rapid changes in erosion and ice loads in an area
located in the hanging wall of the MCT could have had an
influence on the activity of this fault, as well as whether the
distribution of slip between the major Himalayan thrusts can
be partially modulated at climatic timescales by the locus
and rate of glacial erosion and ice loading/unloading.
[16] The two potentially related geological problems that
we present here (slip partitioning and the role of climatically
modulated loads) are research themes that may serve to
improve our understanding of mountain building in general
and Himalayan geodynamics in particular. Using those observations and open questions as a starting point, this study
attempts to address some basic, but still unresolved problems about the mechanical behavior and sensitivity of the
Himalayan wedge and about the controls on slip partitioning
between major faults in active tectonics settings.

3. Modeling Approach
[17] Here we present the rationale of our modeling
approach and the main constitutive components of the
mechanical model we use. Most of the pertinent ideas have
been previously presented in papers to which we refer for
further discussion of the numerical approach [Cattin and
Avouac, 2000; Godard et al., 2004, 2006, 2009]. The aim
of our modeling approach is not to attempt to fit a specific

pattern or sequence of events for the Himalayas of central
Nepal, but rather to try to gain a general understanding of
the mechanical behavior and sensitivity of the orogen to
different parameters and forcings. We investigate processes
at a timescale of 100 ky, and our modeling is based on the
available knowledge for the present structure and deformation of the range. We look at the dynamics of the range
starting from specified initial conditions, and we do not
investigate here the long‐term evolution of the Himalayas or
the emplacement of the main structures [Beaumont et al.,
2001], but rather focus on an instantaneous snapshot of
the mechanical behavior, given a configuration that attempts
to mimic the available geophysical and geological data.
3.1. Mechanical Principles and Numerical Approach
[18] The mechanical problem is solved using the finite
element method with a time integration based on the
dynamic relaxation algorithm [Underwood, 1983; Hassani
et al., 1997]. The rheology of the lithospheric materials is
considered to be visco‐elasto‐plastic (Table 1). Plasticity
is modeled using a Drucker‐Prager formulation. Viscosity is
considered to be controlled by a non‐linear and thermally
activated flow law:
Ea

"_ ¼ 0 ð1  3 Þn e RT ;

ð1Þ

where "_ is the strain rate, T the temperature, R the universal
gas constant, and s1 and s3 are the maximum and minimum
principal stresses, respectively. The controlling parameters
are listed in Table 1. Classical Coulomb friction is used to
simulate the evolution of the contact interfaces. We refer to
earlier studies for an in‐depth description of the physical
laws implemented and the numerical approach used to solve
the constitutive equations along with their associated stability issues [Hassani et al., 1997; Godard et al., 2009]. The
simulation duration is 500 ky of which the first half is
devoted to an initial phase of mechanical stabilization of the
system. Tectonic and erosion processes are gradually
introduced after this initial stabilization period. The typical
time step is 0.1 year. This allows us to investigate processes
at a time‐scale and a resolution that are relevant for both the
Holocene deformation of the range and longer term evolution over the Quaternary. Due to the relatively short time
span of our simulation, we do not solve the heat equation
over time: instead we use a fixed thermal field [Henry et al.,
1997]. One important aspect of this thermal field is that it
introduces a high‐temperature and low‐viscosity zone under
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Figure 3. Structure of the mechanical model and boundary conditions used in this study. Note that the
thermal field is considered static [Henry et al., 1997] and that the heat equation is not solved. The thick,
dark gray contours indicate the 500° and 700°C isotherms; thinner dashed contours are 100°C increment
isotherms. The structure is supported by a Winkler foundation simulating isostasy. Vertical faces are
permitted free vertical displacements, but no horizontal displacements. Dashed lines on both sides of the
MCT indicate the laterally shifted positions of the MCT used in Figure 6. Horizontal black line denotes
the portion of the topography that is subject to focused loading or unloading in Figures 8 and 9. The black
dashed box indicates the position of Figure 1c.
the high range and southern Tibet that acts as a crustal‐scale
decoupling level and allows the transmission of the kinematic boundary conditions to the main faults (MCT and
MHT).
3.2. Geometry of the Model and Boundary Conditions
[19] The general geometry of the model is similar to that
used in previous works [Cattin and Avouac, 2000; Godard
et al., 2004, 2006] (Figure 3) and distinguishes between the
rheological properties of the upper and lower crust [Godard
et al., 2004]. The geometry mimics the main features of the
Himalayan orogen in central Nepal [Zhao et al., 1993;
Cattin et al., 2001; Hetényi et al., 2006; Nabelek et al.,
2009] and is specifically designed to match the cross section proposed by Hodges et al. [2004]. We use triangular
elements with an average characteristic dimension of 4 km.
An explicit description of the MCT as a frictional interface
is a new feature in this class of Himalayan models.
[20] Vertical displacements are free, whereas horizontal
displacements are set to zero on the vertical faces of the
model, except for the area where a 20‐mm/yr convergence
velocity is applied (Figure 3). A hydrostatic foundation is
introduced at the base of the model to account for isostatic
support.
3.3. Erosion Formulation
[21] In order to ensure that an approximate topographic
steady state condition is attained and to avoid multiplying the
number of free parameters, we do not use a functional relationship to simulate background erosion [Avouac and Burov,
1996; Willett, 1999; Godard et al., 2004], but rather enforce
a surface condition whereby all tectonically induced rock‐
uplift is compensated by erosion. This constraint provides a
purely kinematic definition of erosion that does not allow for
full feedback mechanisms between tectonic and erosion to
develop. This specification defines the background erosion
acting on the topography upon which will be superimposed,
for some simulations, shorter wavelength time‐varying erosion to test the sensitivity of the range to unloading in specific areas. Coupled thermo‐kinematic and surface evolution

modeling supports the idea that the long‐wavelength
topography is close to steady state in central Nepal [Herman
et al., 2010a].

4. Slip Partitioning and Friction Coefficients
[22] Our reference model is used as a baseline against
which to analyze the sensitivity to different types of perturbations. A range of friction coefficients is explored for
both the MCT and MHT. Slip rates were calculated for both
faults at the end of the simulation (Figures 4a and 4b).
[23] For the range of friction coefficients explored here,
the system displays high variations in slip‐rate values, corresponding to highly contrasting behaviors that range from
most of the convergence being accommodated by the MHT
for high values of the friction coefficient on the MCT and
low values on the MHT, to the opposite configuration. This
trade‐off is a simple expression of the minimum work
principle that favors the fault which is the most energetically
efficient in accommodating deformation. If we consider the
Holocene kinematic situation in central Nepal, in which
most of the convergence appears to be accommodated by
the MHT and limited slip occurs on the MCT, such slip
partitioning points to the existence, in our models, of a
relatively narrow range of friction coefficients for both the
MHT and MCT that allows us to reproduce such observations (shaded region on Figures 4a and 4b). The current slip
partitioning, therefore, implies a strong MCT (m > 0.1) that
minimizes the amount of slip accommodated on it, whereas
the MHT is weak (m < 0.02) such that most of the convergence occurs on this thrust. Such low values for the friction
coefficient on the MHT are consistent with some estimates of
the friction on major continental faults [He and Chéry, 2008].
We also note that, within the shaded zone (Figures 4a and
4b), the slip rates for both the MCT and MHT are highly
sensitive to changes in the friction coefficient. Such gradients
suggest that small variations of the friction coefficients on
either the MCT and MHT could lead to significant modifications of the slip partitioning between those two faults.
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Figure 4. Exploration of the influence of different combinations of friction coefficients for the MCT and
MHT in terms of slip rates on those structures. (a) Slip rate on the MCT. Light gray areas indicate the
range of values for the friction coefficients that can be considered as reasonable given the Quaternary
kinematic pattern in central Nepal (slip on the MCT ranges between 0.5 and 4 mm/yr and slip on the
MHT is greater than 16 mm/yr). The contoured surface is derived by griding from more than 2000 individual model runs (small dots), sampled in the parameter space [Wessel and Smith, 1991]. (b) Slip rate on
the MHT. (c) Difference between the applied velocity (20 mm/yr) and the combined slip rates on the
MCT and MHT. This difference is considered as an estimate of the amount of shortening that is
accommodated by distributed crustal deformation. Overall, slip rates increase on the MCT for lower
friction on it and/or for higher friction on the MHT. Increasing friction on both faults leads to increased
off‐fault deformation. (d–g) Finite slip evolution on the MHT and MCT for selected combinations of
friction coefficients.
This model response implies a potentially high sensitivity of
the system to perturbations.
[24] The difference between the applied far‐field convergence rate and the slip rates actually accommodated on the
MCT and MHT provides an estimate of the amount of
convergence that is not taken up on the MHT/MCT system,
but is instead expressed as distributed strain and crustal
thickening (Figure 4c). Such off‐fault deformation is highest
when the friction coefficients are large and thus when the
mechanical resistance of the fault system as a whole is
maximized. Slightly negative values for low MHT friction

(Figure 4c) are indicative of a small amount of gravitational
collapse of the topographic margin toward the foreland and
are mainly promoted by a weak MHT. For such low friction
coefficients on the MHT, the sensitivity to changes in the
friction on the MCT is decreased. Such behavior is consistent with a predominance of large‐scale displacement and
gravitational collapse by basal sliding on the MHT, whereas
the MCT has only a second‐order mechanical role.
[25] For selected friction coefficients, individual time
series of the finite slip on the MCT and MHT show the
important role of the MCT friction in modulating the slip of
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Figure 5. Influence of the dip of the MCT on the slip partitioning between the MCT and the MHT.
Plotted values (mm/yr) represent the difference between a model with a steep MCT (30°) and the reference model (20° in Figure 4). (a) Difference in slip rate on the MCT with respect to the reference model
(Figure 4a). (b) Difference in slip rate on the MHT with respect to the reference model (Figure 4b).
(c) Difference between the applied velocity (20 mm/yr) and the combined slip rates on the MCT and
MHT, with respect to the reference model (Figure 4c). (d) Difference in rock uplift rate above the
MCT (in %) with respect to the reference model. Slip rates and rock uplift are highly sensitive to
fault dip such that higher dips depress slip rates and promote slip transfer to gentler faults.
the whole fault system (Figures 4d–4g). Variations of the
MCT friction from 0.1 to 0.2 imply a transition from a
partitioning pattern where both faults have roughly equal
contributions in the accommodation of deformation toward
a situation of significantly suppressed slip on the MCT and
dominant activity on the MHT.

5. Internal Controls on Shortening Partitioning
[26] We investigate here how some internal parameters,
such as structural configuration, influence the partitioning of
deformation between the MCT and MHT. Fault geometry
directly influences how the ambient stress field is expressed
as shear and normal stresses on the fault plane and, therefore, plays an important role in promoting or inhibiting slip.
At least in some parts of the Himalayas, the MCT is a
complex set of thrust faults instead of a single structure
[Hodges et al., 2004; Martin et al., 2005; Searle et al.,

2008]. This network of faults and large‐scale shear zones
defines the MCT zone which makes the practical definition
of the actual surface trace of the fault difficult. Similarly,
whereas the foliation inside the MCT zone has been
extensively measured, the actual dip of the fault plane itself
is still poorly resolved due to the lack of sufficiently high‐
definition geophysical imagery. Hodges et al. [2004]
reported dip angle values ranging from 19° to 33° for the
different thrusts that they mapped in the physiographic
transition (PT2) area along the Marsyandi. Other studies in
central Nepal reports values of the foliation in the area
affected by MCT deformation from 17° to 45°, with most
observations in the 20–30° range [DeCelles et al., 2001;
Hodges et al., 2004; Martin et al., 2005; Pearson and
DeCelles, 2005; Martin et al., 2010]. Here we explore the
response of the system to different changes in the configuration of the MCT for both its dip and position with respect
to the High Himalayan topographic front. Given the absence
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of data to indicate otherwise, we model the MCT as a planar,
uniformly dipping fault surface.
5.1. Dip Angle of the MCT
[27] A striking difference in slip rate occurs between a
model where the dip angle of the MCT is 30° versus the
reference model where the dip angle is 20° (Figure 5). The
general outcome of this sensitivity test is that a steeper angle
for the MCT makes it mechanically harder to accommodate
convergence on this structure and, therefore, promotes slip
on the MHT. As could be intuitively expected, in a steeper
configuration, a larger amount of the horizontal stress resulting from the boundary conditions is going to be expressed as normal stress on the fault plane and that stress
inhibits slip. The difference with respect to the reference
model is least pronounced for a combination of high friction
on the MCT and low friction on the MHT. Indeed, such
friction coefficients tend to drastically diminish the
mechanical role of the MCT and make the system globally
insensitive to changes in its geometry. Conversely, the difference with respect to the reference model is highest when
friction coefficients are low for both faults (Figure 5). In this
case, both faults are weak and likely to be activated. As long
as frictional coefficients are low, a change toward a high dip
angle on the MCT, which is mechanically unfavorable,
makes the MHT comparatively much more efficient in
accommodating convergence. As a consequence, when
compared to the reference model, a 10° steeper MCT causes
an ∼10 mm/yr transfer of slip to the MHT. Increasing the
friction on the MHT will tend to counterbalance this effect
and progressively decrease the relative efficiency of the
MHT, thereby leading to a diminishing difference with
respect to the reference model.
[28] On the basis of slip rates on both faults and their
respective dip angles, we calculate the rock‐uplift rate above
the MCT, due to the summed contributions of advection on
the MCT and on the ramp of the MHT located directly
below (Figure 3). We observe that, even if fault slip rates are
modulated by the change in dip angle of the MCT, the actual
rock uplift rate above the MCT is not significantly modified
between the two models and the difference is actually less
than 5% in the domain of friction coefficients that is compatible with proposed kinematic scenarios (Figure 5d). The
transfer of slip from one fault to another is also associated
with correlated variations of the respective contributions to
rock uplift. These contributions globally compensate each
other, so that total rock uplift is roughly equal between the
two configurations.
5.2. Position of the MCT
[29] Given the complex of faults that constitute the “MCT
zone” [Searle and Godin, 2003; Hodges et al., 2004; Martin
et al., 2005], we explore the impact of slip along a more
proximal or distal fault strand. In particular both the physiographic transition and faults identified by Hodges et al.
[2004] are located south of traditionally mapped position
of the MCT. Hence it is relevant to assess the differences in
mechanical response in differing spatial configurations. For
example, shifting the MCT north or south by ±5 km with
respect to the Himalayan crest impacts the strain partitioning
between the MHT and MCT, but with a lesser magnitude
than variations caused by changes in dip angle (Figure 6).
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Deviations from the reference model are <3 mm/yr and, due
to this relatively narrow range of variations, additional
effects related to modifications in the distributed strain
accommodation in the upper crust make the resulting total
response of the system more difficult to interpret.
[30] Notably, shifting the MCT to the south by 5 km
brings it closer to the ramp of the MHT, such that the stress
environment of the two faults becomes more similar,
thereby reducing the contrast in behavior between them
(Figures 6a and 6b). Such a situation diminishes the
mechanical advantage of transferring slip on the MCT when
friction conditions on the MHT are less favorable. For
example, for a strong MHT (m > 0.05) and a weak MCT
(m < 0.15), which is a configuration where the system
would tend to favor the transfer of slip toward the MCT
(Figure 4), the proximity of the two faults causes the
modeled slip to be lower on the MCT and larger on the
MHT when compared to the reference model (Figures 6a
and 6b). Similarly, when moving toward a weaker MHT
and a stronger MCT, the slip on the MHT becomes progressively lower than in the reference case (up to a ∼−2 mm/yr
difference), whereas slip on the MCT becomes slightly faster
(up to 0.25 mm/yr): changes that denote that the MCT is
comparatively more efficient at accommodating slip than in
the reference case. This relative efficiency is a direct
expression of the diminished contrast between the two faults.
The fact that contours for the 0 mm/yr difference in slip are
not coincident for the MCT and MHT indicates that additional changes are predicted to occur in the relative contribution of distributed strain in the crust, as a response to the
modification of the structure of the fault system. Globally,
these results suggest that, in comparison to our reference
model, an out‐of‐sequence activation of structures located
progressively farther south of the current MCT becomes
successively more difficult. Conversely, a northward shift of
the MCT has comparatively less impact on the slip on the
MHT (Figure 6d). This shift tends to induce faster and slower
slip on the MCT and MHT, respectively, and thus corresponds to a situation where the contrast between the faults is
amplified and the MCT appears to be slightly more efficient
from a mechanical point of view. The contrast is greater when
both faults are weak, which represents a situation where the
global fault system is more reactive to changes in the structural configuration.

6. External Controls on Shortening Partitioning
[31] As illustrated by previous studies, variations in surface loads can modify the stress field and, thereby, have a
first‐order impact on the slip pattern of major faults [Hetzel
and Hampel, 2005; Hampel and Hetzel, 2006; Hampel
et al., 2007; Turpeinen et al., 2008; Hampel et al., 2009;
Calais et al., 2010]. In our case, surface loads that can
potentially affect the MCT and the MHT are related both to
the temporal evolution of glaciation in the high range and to
the distribution of erosion in space and time. As previously
described for the Himalayas of central Nepal [Pratt et al.,
2002], denudation and, in particular, glacial erosion and
ice loading appear to display significant variations with time
in that area.
[32] Variations in surface loads modify both the normal
and shear stresses acting on the fault plane. In turn, these
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Figure 6. Influence of shifts in the north‐south position of the MCT on the slip partitioning between the
MCT and the MHT. The MCT is shifted ±5 km with respect to its position in the reference model. Contour lines indicate the deviation in slip rates (mm/yr) from the reference model (Figure 4). (a) Difference
in slip rate on the MCT with respect to the reference model when shifting the MCT 5 km southward
(Figure 4a). (b) Difference in slip rate on the MHT with respect to the reference model when shifting the
MCT 5 km southward (Figure 4b). (c) Difference in slip rate on the MCT with respect to the reference
model when shifting the MCT 5 km northward (Figure 4a). (d) Difference in slip rate on the MHT with
respect to the reference model when shifting the MCT 5 km northward (Figure 4b). A southward shift of
the MCT places it in a loading regime that is more similar to that of the MHT ramp, such that slip is
inhibited on the MCT and transferred to the MHT.
stress changes modulate the Coulomb stress and promote or
inhibit slip. The magnitude of normal and shear stresses is a
direct function of the dip of the fault, such that fault dip
becomes a major factor controlling the effective sensitivity
to surface‐load variations. For example, normal stress variations are likely to be significantly amplified on a gently
dipping fault. The impact of loads on stresses typically also
depend on the depth along the fault plane, on the magnitude
of loading and unloading, and on the distance of the loaded
area from the fault.
6.1. Large‐Scale Erosion of the Topography
[33] For models in which no erosion is acting on the
topographic surface versus the reference model, the absence
of the modulating influence of erosion allows topography to
grow quickly in areas of high rock uplift. The building of

high topography above major ramps, such as along the
MFT, leads to a negative feedback, whereby the mass of the
relief creates an increasing resistance that counter‐balances
the tectonic forces and makes it harder to generate slip on
the corresponding structure (Figure 7). Such slip‐rate sensitivity to topographic loads is apparent on the MHT for low
friction coefficients (Figure 7b): the development of the
topography in the Siwaliks will tend to inhibit the slip on the
MHT, whereas rapid erosion of the weakly cemented foreland strata in the MHT hanging wall [Lavé and Avouac,
2000] enables slip. A similar phenomenon exists on the
MCT for high friction coefficients on the MHT (Figure 7a),
i.e., in a situation where the MCT is more likely to
accommodate a significant part of the convergence. On the
other hand, when slip is slower on the MHT (for m < 0.02 on
the MHT and m > 0.15 on the MCT: Figure 7b), the slip rate
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Figure 7. Influence of erosion of the topography on the activity of the faults and the slip partitioning
between the MCT and the MHT. Contours show the difference between runs without erosion and the
reference model (Figure 4). (a) Difference in slip rate on the MCT with respect to the reference
model (Figure 4a). (b) Difference in slip rate on the MHT with respect to the reference model (Figure 4b).
(c) Difference between the applied velocity (20 mm/yr) and the combined slip rates on the MCT and
MHT, with respect to the reference model (Figure 4c).
on the MCT is not significantly different from the reference
model (Figure 7a). Notably, these small changes indicate
that the resulting deficit in slip on the MHT is not transferred to the MCT, but rather is accommodated as distributed deformation (Figure 7c).
6.2. Time‐Varying Focused Erosion
[34] The models of the previous section were designed to
provide general insights on the large‐scale geodynamical
impact of erosion, but do not explore the actual influence of
shorter wavelength variations in erosion patterns that are
likely to occur over several climatic cycles. As presented in
section 2, erosion is expected to be highly variable with time
in the high range due primarily to changes in glacial coverage and precipitation [Duncan et al., 1998; Pratt‐Sitaula,
2005; Bookhagen et al., 2005a, 2005b; Godard et al., 2011].
Here we present a series of simple sensitivity tests that aim
at creating mechanical forcings similar to those resulting
from fluctuations of glaciers in the High Himalaya.
[35] We model the influence of focused glacial erosion in
the high range on fault slip (Figure 8). We use 0.01 and 0.15
for the friction coefficients of the MHT and MCT, respectively, because these values are consistent with observed slip
rates (Figure 4). A uniform erosion window is applied
across the High Himalaya and southernmost Tibetan Plateau
(between 120 and 150 km as indicated on Figures 1c and 3)
in addition to the background erosion of the topography.
This additional focused erosion is modulated through time
by a sine wave, with periods representing climatic cycles of
10 and 40 ky, that continuously allows the glacial erosion to
sweep from 0 up to the maximal defined value. This periodicity creates pulsed, active unloading in the high range that
is intended to explore the influence of episodic, rapid erosion
by glaciers in an area which currently displays relatively low
interglacial denudation rates [Gabet et al., 2008].
[36] An increase in the intensity of glacial erosion induces
a progressive acceleration of slip on the MCT and the

development of larger finite slip than in the reference model
(Figure 8b). For example, an erosion increase from ≤1 mm/yr
(the modern observed interglacial rate: Gabet et al. [2008])
to 5 mm/yr (a permissible glacial rate) causes about a 30%
increase in the fault slip rate (Figure 8b). This acceleration is
an expression of the progressive unclamping of the MCT due
to the unloading directly above the fault and the reduction of
normal stresses. We note that time variations in the erosive
forcing, i.e., the 10‐ or 40‐ ky modulating sine wave, are not
temporally coupled with the slip on the MCT through time.
This absence of a time‐dependent response suggests that the
system is more sensitive to the long‐term cumulative effects
of the unloading, rather than to the short‐term variations in
erosion. For the same erosion intensity, the response in terms
of total slip on the MCT is apparently slightly higher with a
10‐ky modulating period (Figure 8b), but this difference is
actually due to a small difference in the cumulative erosion
between the 10 and 40 ky forcings that appears during the
onset of erosion in the simulation. In contrast to the MCT, the
influence of the erosional unloading on the MHT slip is very
limited (Figure 8a). If the eroding area is shifted progressively to the north by increments of 10 km, more distal
positions for the glacial erosion with respect to the MCT
induce a decrease in the finite slip accommodated on that
fault (Figure 8c). This model result suggests a strong slip
sensitivity to the position of the focused erosion with respect
to the fault [Hampel et al., 2009].
[37] Finally, we test the influence of combined spatial and
temporal variations in erosion. Our aim is to test the influence of pulsed shifts of the locus of erosion such as those
that might be associated with the alternation of glacial
erosion in the high range during glacial periods with more
active monsoon‐driven erosion on the southern flank of the
range during interglacials. To study the response of the
model to this change in the site of maximum unloading, we
consider two sites of focused erosion: (1) one area between
120 and 150 km (the high, glaciated Himalaya: Figure 1f)
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slip is much higher than in the situation where only the
northernmost “glacial” erosion is acting at the same maximum rate of 2 mm/yr. This increase is a consequence of the
additional proximal unloading driven by monsoonal erosion
directly above the MCT. These results support the concept
that the MCT is mostly sensitive to the cumulative amount
of erosion in the high range, rather than to its fine‐scale
distribution in space and time.
6.3. Influence of Ice Loads in the High Range
[38] In order to analyze the behavior of the system to
loads that are more similar to those considered by previous
studies [Hetzel and Hampel, 2005; Turpeinen et al., 2008;
Hampel et al., 2009], we impose pressure loads in the high
range between 120 and 150 km (Figures 1c and 3), that are
equivalent to those imposed by 100 or 400 m of ice
(Figures 4b and 9). This model scenario is designed to test
the influence of the weight of shrinking and expending
glaciers in the High Himalayas over the late Quaternary.
We test two periods for the variations of the ice mass,
corresponding to typical climatic variabilities of 10 and
40 ky, and we observe that the loading slows down the
MCT, but that the frequency of the oscillations is either
imperceptible or very modest in both cases, even with the
maximum load of 400 m of ice. This decrease in the MCT
slip rate due to ice loads is consistent with the mechanical
explanation proposed by earlier studies, where such
increased loads induce an increase in the normal stresses
acting on the fault plane and tend to clamp the fault.
Figure 8. Influence of focused glacial erosion on slip
activity of the MHT and MCT. The reference friction coefficients are 0.01 and 0.15 on the MHT and MCT, respectively. Erosion is applied between 120 and 150 km
(Figure 3) and modulated by a sine wave with a 10‐ or
40‐ky period, that makes glacial erosion fluctuate between 0
and the maximal defined value. (a) Influence on the MHT
slip of different erosion intensities, ranging between 0 and
5 mm/yr. (b) Influence of different erosion intensities on the
MCT slip. The solid lines indicate the response of the
system to focused erosion ranging from 0 to 5 mm/yr by
1 mm/yr increments and modulated with 40‐ky periods.
The dashed lines refer to erosion intensity of 2 and 5 mm/
yr and modulated with 10‐ky periods. The dotted line
corresponds to a more complex erosion pattern where
focused erosion shifts from south to north and back over
periods of 40 ky (see text for details), with a maximum value
of 1 mm/yr in the south (90–120 km) and 2 mm/yr in the
north(120–150 km). (c) Decreased slip due to shifting the
erosion zone northward by 10, 20, and 30 km with respect to
its reference position. Erosion intensity is 3 mm/yr.
where we impose an additional erosion oscillating between
0 and 2 mm/yr as in the previous models and (2) another one
between 90 and 120 km (the monsoon‐dominated Himalaya: Figure 1e) where we impose an additional erosion
ranging from 0 to 1 mm/yr. Both forcings are modulated by
a sine wave with a 40‐ky period and are antiphased. We
observe that, similar to our previous models, the oscillating
nature of the forcing is not visible in the slip history of the
MCT (Figure 8b, dotted curve). We also note that the finite

Figure 9. Influence of an ice load applied on the topography between 120 and 150 km and modulated by a sine wave
with periods of 40 and 10 ky that makes the load fluctuate
between 0 and the maximal imposed value (equivalent to
either 100 or 400 m of ice). The reference friction coefficients are 0.01 and 0.15 on the MHT and MCT, respectively. The gray line is the reference model. The black
dashed and solid lines are models where loads equivalent
to 100 and 400 m of ice are applied, respectively.
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Figure 10. Slip variations on the MCT due to varying the
friction coefficient for it. The reference friction coefficients
are 0.01 and 0.15 on the MHT and MCT, respectively. The
solid gray curve is the reference model (no variations of the
coefficient with time). The dashed and solid gray lines are
cases where the friction coefficient is modulated with a sine
wave by ±2% and ±5% around the reference value, respectively. (a) 40‐ky period for the modulation. (b) 10‐ky period
for the modulation.
[39] We note two main differences with respect to the
conclusions of some previous workers, such as Turpeinen
et al. [2008]. First, total suppression of slip does not occur
at the height of the loading phase. As explained above,
continued slip is a consequence of the much higher tectonic
loading rates in our model. These rates prevail over external
parameters in controlling the slip activity of the faults.
Second, the slip deficit is not recovered during the unloading because slip has been transmitted to MHT, such that no
stress accumulation results from the decrease in the slip rate
of the MCT. In this sense, the ability to partition deformation between the MCT and MHT decreases the sensitivity of
the MCT to surface loads.
[40] The 400‐m value for the ice load is generally above
the estimates for ice coverage over in the high range of
central Nepal during the local Last Glacial Maximum
[Pratt‐Sitaula, 2005]. This upper bound, therefore, suggests
that ice loading and unloading alone can not be a cause of
significant modulation of the strain partitioning, although
this conclusion is dependent on the values we use for the
rheological parameters and reference friction coefficients.
We predict that lower friction coefficients will induce a
greater sensitivity of the system to external loads.
6.4. Time‐Varying Friction Coefficients
[41] The MCT is a zone of intense fluid circulation, with a
hydrothermal system closely connected to surface hydrology [Derry et al., 2009], and it has been shown in other
regions that meteoritic water could penetrate deep in the
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upper crust [Craw et al., 1994]. We speculate that variations
in water availability at the surface that are likely to be
related to changing climatic conditions over time may be
transmitted to the shallow parts of the MCT. This fluid flux
would induce a change in physical conditions in the fault
zone in terms of lubrication and pore pressure that could
impact the effective friction. Although we acknowledge that
the existence of such an effect can not be readily validated
with the currently available geological and geophysical data,
we nevertheless test several scenarios of friction coefficient
variations for the MCT (Figure 10). Our aim here is to
provide further insights on the mechanical sensitivity of the
system to variations in its boundary conditions. Thus, we
test the response of the orogen to oscillations in the friction
coefficient of the MCT around its reference value with
different periods that are typical of climatic times scales: 10
and 40 ky (Figure 10).
[42] For these different frequencies, small variations of
the friction coefficient are directly expressed as significant
slowing or acceleration of the slip rate on the MCT. The
40‐ky oscillations with 5% changes in frictional coefficients induce about 50% changes in predicted slip rates
(Figure 10a). In the case of the higher frequency oscillations (10 ky), the increase of the friction coefficient by only
5% results in a total suppression of slip, whereas a comparable reduction in the coefficient more than doubles the
fault slip rate (Figure 10b). We also note that the 10‐ky
oscillations result in a finite slip at the end of the simulation
that is significantly higher than in the reference model. This
increase is a consequence of the temporary suppression of
slip of the MCT that induces systematic overshooting when
the fault is reactivated. This overshot only appears for the
high frequency oscillations, which suggests that it results
from the short‐term accumulation of elastic energy in the
deforming wedge, when the MCT is locked, that can not be
efficiently dissipated by increasing the slip on the MHT.
These simulations illustrate the idea that relatively small
variations in the friction conditions on the fault plane could
result in pronounced and geodynamically significant effects
in terms of slip rate on crustal‐scale faults at Milankovitch
timescales.

7. Discussion
7.1. Implications for Himalayan Tectonics
[43] Our study presents a detailed and systematic analysis
of the mechanical behavior of the MCT/MHT system in the
Himalayas (Figure 11). Whereas some of the responses of
the models to the various changes in boundary conditions
that we have explored here can be intuited from simple
considerations on the mechanical efficiency of the faults and
minimum work principle, the systematic exploration of
these responses allows derivation of useful quantitative
information on the modalities of slip partitioning.
[44] Our models suggest that variations of the friction
coefficients on either fault have major implications for the
large‐scale deformation pattern of the Himalayas. Strong
frictional contrasts can induce highly contrasting kinematics, wherein either fault can act as the dominant structure for
the accommodation of overall convergence. More importantly, we note that measured rates of Holocene slip
impose strict bounds on the values of the friction coeffi-
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Figure 11. Summary of the main factors that influence the partitioning of deformation across the MHT/
MCT fault system in terms of accelerating or decelerating the slip rate on those faults, namely, the dip
angle of the MCT (Figure 5), large scale erosion across the range (Figure 7) and the focused unloading in the high range (Figure 8).
cients. In order to reproduce the situation where ∼20 mm/yr
of slip is accommodated on the MHT and little or no displacement occurs on the MCT [Lavé and Avouac, 2001;
Herman et al., 2010a], with our reference model geometry
and rheological parameters, we have to impose friction
coefficients <0.02 and >0.1 on the MHT and MCT,
respectively. Notably, this range in the friction‐coefficient
space (Figure 4) is characterized by high slip‐rate gradients,
such that slight modifications of the friction conditions on
either the MCT or the MHT can result in significant modification of the slip partitioning between the faults.
[45] We tested the influence of several parameters on the
response of the mechanical system, in terms of partitioning
between the two faults. The key controlling parameter
appears to be the dip angle of the MCT, because it directly
controls the mechanical and energy efficiency of slip
accommodation on that structure: a steeper MCT (30°
versus the 20° of the reference model) is much less likely
to accrue significant slip (Figure 5). The overriding control
that is exerted by the MCT’s steepness has notable implications for the understanding of along‐strike variations
of the present and Quaternary kinematics in the Central
Himalayas. A consequence of our modeling is that a steep
MCT is going to favor the kinematic scenarios advocated
by Robert et al. [2009] or Herman et al. [2010a] in which
out‐of‐sequence thrusting on the MCT is not significant at
the range scale. Similarly, if the MCT is substantially
steeper along a trans‐Himalayan transect through Kathmandu [Pearson and DeCelles, 2005] than in a transect
along the Marsyandi 75 km farther west, our modeling
predicts that the MCT might be inactive in the eastern
transect while it is actively slipping in the west. Such a
slip pattern would introduce a lateral gradient in shortening along the MCT that should be accommodated progressively along strike inasmuch as no discrete transform
structure has been documented along this portion of the
range.

[46] Following this point, it is noteworthy that a number
of major differences exist in the along‐strike structural and
geomorphic properties of the Himalayas of central Nepal.
One striking feature is the Kathmandu klippe, where Higher
Himalayan material up to 6–10 km thick has been overthrust
across the Lesser Himalaya for up to ∼50 km south of the
physiographic transition (PT2 [Wobus et al. 2003]). Notably, the PT2 is nearly continuous along strike in central
Nepal and if we assume that it is a morphologic expression
of thrusting activity at the base of the Higher Himalaya
[Wobus et al., 2003], then its presence does not support the
idea of large lateral variations in rates of out‐of‐sequence
thrusting. Moreover, as suggested by Bollinger et al. [2004a],
lateral variations exist in the degree of development of the
Lesser Himalayan duplex system due to the along‐strike
succession of Higher Himalayan klippes or Lesser Himalayan windows. We can speculate that the magnitude of the
stacking of nappes of Lesser Himalayan origin in the
footwall of the MCT has an influence on the present dip of
the MCT and may result in significant along‐strike dip
variations. As suggested by our modeling (Figure 5), such
dip variations are expected to exert a first‐order control on
the behavior of the orogen and on the pattern of slip
partitioning between the faults. Another noteworthy consequence of slip transfer between the two faults depending
on the structural configuration is that, in our modeling, the
rock uplift above the MCT is not very sensitive to the
partitioning pattern, due to negatively correlated slip variations between the MCT and the underlying ramp of the
MHT (Figure 5d). We also note that the idea of significant
Quaternary slip of the MCT or nearby underlying faults
has been sparked by data collected west of the Kathmandu
area. Some of the initial results are from the Buri Gandaki
catchment [Wobus et al., 2003, 2005] and are close to
areas where the recent analysis of other data sets and
thermo‐kinematic modeling tend to argue against a significant out‐off‐sequence motion of a structure located
along the PT2 or the MCT [Robert et al., 2009; Herman
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et al., 2010a]. In contrast, farther west in the Marsyandi
catchment, a localized offset in cooling ages exists (Figure 2)
and has been used to propose reactivation of the MCT there
[Huntington et al., 2006; Blythe et al., 2007], whereas a
recent study by Robert et al. [2011] suggests that out‐of‐
sequence reactivation is not required to explain the distribution of thermochronological ages in this region of the
Marsyandi and Kali Gandaki. Clearly more data are needed
to document the patterns of exhumation in the Himalayas
Nepal and discriminate among the different models, but we
propose that an understanding of the kinematic variability
along the Himalayan arc should focus on variations in the
dip of the structures as one of the primary explanatory
parameters.
7.2. Influence of Surface Loads
[47] Several studies have already used generic models to
investigate the influence of ice or erosional loading and
unloading in modulating the slip of different types of faults
[Hampel and Hetzel, 2006; Turpeinen et al., 2008; Maniatis
et al., 2009]. Those studies have shown that, in the case
of far‐field extension or convergence rates of the order of
2 mm/yr, variations in surface loads could modulate the
activity of the faults embedded in the model. One of the
major differences between our modeling and those studies
is that we impose a shortening velocity that mimics modern
geodetic rates across the Himalaya and is an order of
magnitude higher on the model domain. In this situation of
faster and more intense tectonic processes, it might be
expected that the relative impact of similar surface loads on
fault activity is likely to be less pronounced and partly
hidden behind the background tectonic signal. In our
models, fault slip is primarily driven by the imposed horizontal stresses and the possible range of variations associated with modulation of vertical stresses is relatively
narrow. We also note that the ice loads imposed in these
previous studies are equivalent to several hundreds meters
of ice, whereas we doubt that spatially averaged ice loads
would exceed 100 m in the glaciated Himalaya due to the
typical hillslope steepness (>20°). Thus, our study suggests
that slip‐rate modulation by glacial or erosional loads is
likely to be less efficient in environments characterized by
high rates of tectonic loading. Nonetheless, the fission track
data [Burbank et al., 2003; Blythe et al., 2007] imply
average erosion rates in the glacial‐periglacial Himalayan
realm have been significantly faster than those observed
today. Our analysis suggests that increasing the erosion rate
to 4 mm/yr (rates consistent with the fission track ages)
from today’s rate of 1 mm/yr would increase the magnitude
of slip on the MCT by about 30% (Figure 8). However,
even with such a significant increase in slip rate, erosional
unloading alone appears insufficient to explain the full
offset in cooling ages observed along the Marsyandi river
(Figure 2).
[48] A clear sensitivity of fault zones to surface loads at
shorter time‐scales has also been highlighted by several
previous workers [e.g., Luttrell et al., 2007]. In particular,
two recent studies have demonstrated that the tectonic
regime of the Himalayas of central Nepal could display
significant variations at annual timescales as a response to
seasonal variations in surface loads. Using continuous GPS
time series, Bettinelli et al. [2008] have shown that, across
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the range, the strain pattern with respect to a long‐term trend
displayed clear seasonal fluctuations, which they attributed
to the cyclic loading of the Gangetic plain by monsoon
rainwater. Similarly, from the investigation of micro‐
seismicity databases, Bollinger et al. [2007] demonstrated
the existence of a statistically significant variation in the
occurrence of Himalayan earthquakes between the winter
and the summer. They also interpret the relative decrease of
seismicity in the summer as a consequence of monsoon
loads in the Himalayan foreland. Whereas these studies both
deal with surface‐loading processes at much shorter timescales than the ones we investigate here and activate different physical mechanisms, such as perturbations of the
elastic interseismic strain field, they clearly demonstrate an
elevated sensitivity of the Himalayan tectonic behavior to
external perturbations. The processes presented by those two
studies are by nature oscillatory and of low magnitude, but
they ultimately tend to support the idea that infinitesimal and
unidirectional unloading on an annual basis can result in a
finite alteration of the tectonic deformation if it accumulates
over the long term. This summation may lead to an excess or
deficit in slip on major faults, such as that which we model
for the MCT as a consequence of focused unloading in the
High Himalaya (Figure 8).
7.3. Mechanical Behavior at Scales of a Fault or
Orogenic Wedge
[49] In a similar modeling approach, Cattin and Avouac
[2000] proposed that the friction coefficients could be up
to 0.6 on the ramp of the MHT and up to 0.13 on the flat
portion of this fault. These values are much higher than
those we infer in our study for the Holocene kinematic
configuration. This seeming inconsistency is a direct consequence of the possibility that, in our model, the mechanical system can transfer convergence to the MCT, if slip on
the MHT is not energetically favorable. Such partitioning
was not possible in Cattin and Avouac’s model and apparently allowed higher friction coefficients on the MHT than
are viable in our model. We note that the thermo‐kinematic
modeling approach proposed by Herman et al. [2010a] that
considers friction‐dependent shear heating on the main
faults also leads to the conclusion that the friction coefficient
needs to be low on the MHT.
[50] The range of the friction coefficients inferred for the
MHT suggests a relatively weak fault (Figure 4), but is
consistent with constraints derived for major continental
crustal‐scale faults in Tibet [He and Chéry, 2008], along the
San Andreas fault zone [Lachenbruch and Sass, 1980;
Zoback and Beroza, 1993; Faulkner and Rutter, 2001;
Parsons, 2002] or in subduction zones [Magee and Zoback,
1993]. The contrast in friction coefficients between the
MHT and MCT might be a consequence of the high availability of fluids along the MHT, derived from the metamorphism of sediments of the subducting Indian plate, as
inferred from geophysical imaging [Nabelek et al., 2009]. In
contrast, whereas hydrothermal convection is intense in the
MCT zone in the near surface [Derry et al., 2009], its at‐
depth extension is speculative and is not observable with
available geophysical data. Climatically driven fluid variability may only affect a rather superficial portion of the
fault, may be buffered by a vigorous groundwater system, or
may have no large‐scale impact on fault friction and
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behavior (Figure 10). However, the fact that very modest
variations in friction coefficient can significantly modulate
slip on the fault without being overridden by the background
rates of tectonic loading suggests that intrinsic fault zone
properties might need to be further considered when discussing the variability of fault slip rates over time.
[51] From a broader perspective, the causes of localization
of deformation in active orogenic systems is one of the most
important issues for our understanding of orogenic dynamics. Such a problem is often formulated in terms of energetic
efficiency on the different faults that may accommodate
deformation [Cubas et al., 2008], and the system should
tend to favor deformation scenarios that minimize the integrated amount of work required to cope with the far‐field
shortening, either by developing new structures, outward or
inward, or by reactivating pre‐existing faults. Our study is
consistent with this minimum work principle, but also
illustrates the idea that, in the case of a geometrically
complex orogen, slight modifications of internal properties
or boundary conditions can lead to substantial shifts in
the deformation pattern and to evolutionary sequences that
are either sustained or transient. Previous studies have
highlighted some specific modes of evolution of orogenic
wedges that develop in a changing climate [Stolar et al.,
2006; Whipple and Meade, 2006; Whipple, 2009], where
the outward expansion of the range or reduction in its
width are directly connected to changes in climatically
controlled erosional efficiency. Most of these studies used
critical wedge formulations [Dahlen, 1990] that do not
allow assessment of how the strain response to the climatic forcing is distributed on discrete faults. On the
other hand, our study introduces pre‐defined fault zones
as contact interfaces in the model (Figure 3), but does not
allow for the development of new shortening zones during
the simulation. Analog modeling approaches that allow
for both localized deformation on fault‐like structures, as
well as dynamic development and abandonment of these
structures, have highlighted a complex temporal evolution
of orogenic wedge behavior [Konstantinovskaia and
Malavieille, 2005; Hoth et al., 2007], with complex cycles of fault activity and distribution of deformation
across the wedge at climatic time‐scales. The sensitivity
of strain partitioning inside the wedge to variations in
erosion that is illustrated by our study (Figure 8) and
others [Maniatis et al., 2009], suggests that the internal
clock of Hoth et al. [2007] and forcing by fluctuating
climate, especially when acting at similar time‐scales, are
probably intimately intertwined in dictating the actual
tectonic evolution and changes in the distribution of
deformation of active orogens.
7.4. Limitations and Future Research Directions
[52] We have used a simplified geometry for the contact
interfaces intended as representations of the MCT and MHT
in our numerical model, where they are modeled as a
combination of straight‐line segments. Although several
arguments can be used to posit a flat/ramp geometry for the
MHT in central Nepal [Schelling and Arita, 1991; Pandey
et al., 1995; Lavé and Avouac, 2001], the evolution of the
MCT dip at depth remains unknown, and whether this
structure becomes progressively gentler as it merges with a
mid‐crustal basal thrust is a question that still needs to be
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answered, possibly by high‐resolution geophysical imagery
[Schulte‐Pelkum et al., 2005; Nabelek et al., 2009]. Nevertheless, we anticipate that variations at depth of the dip
angle of the MCT, with respect to the reference dip of the
upper part of the fault, will have similar effects on slip
partitioning to that which was observed for the whole MCT
in this study (Figure 5). Steepening at depth (i.e., formation
of a ramp) will lead to slip transfer toward the MHT, but
would probably be less pronounced because it will affect
only part of the fault.
[53] Independently of the degree of complexity we
assume for the faults, our sensitivity tests on the dip angle of
the MCT (Figure 5) demonstrate that structural variations
can have a first‐order impact on the kinematics of the range.
On the basis of those results, we argue that the fine‐scale
documentation of the along‐strike variations in the geometry
of both the MHT and MCT is probably one of the most
important elements for understanding the kinematics of the
Himalayan range at 10–100 ky time‐scales.
[54] Our study was initially spurred by the intriguing
temporal variations of erosion in the high range [Burbank
et al., 2003; Gabet et al., 2008] and the sharp offset in
cooling ages across the MCT zone [Huntington et al.,
2006; Blythe et al., 2007] in the Marsyandi catchment.
We acknowledge, however, that no unambiguous evidence
exists for a significant Holocene activity of the MCT in
that area, even if several data sets in adjacent areas point
toward recent tectonic activity focused in the physiographic
transition [Wobus et al., 2003; Hodges et al., 2004; Wobus
et al., 2005]. Decisive field evidence still needs to be
provided to assess the existence and, if present, the magnitude of recent slip on the MCT. We note that recent
developments in low‐temperature thermochronology have
made available new dating techniques with very low closure temperatures [Herman et al., 2010b], that would have
the potential to detect very recent and relatively small
amplitude variations in exhumation across the MCT zone.
Detailed geomorphic mapping in this steep, rapidly eroding, and monsoon‐drenched southern flank of the High
Himalayas is difficult but high‐resolution analysis of
stream profiles [Craddock et al., 2007] and CRN inventories in stream sediments [Wobus et al., 2005] also have
the potential to yield other pieces of evidence.

8. Conclusions
[55] Strain partitioning between major shortening structures is a key feature of deformation within orogenic
wedges. Whereas increasingly detailed documentation of
fault slip rates can provide an overall kinematic picture of
this process, the mechanical aspects of partitioning are still
poorly resolved. In the Himalaya of central Nepal, the
problem of slip partitioning between thrust faults, such as
the Main Himalayan Thrust and the Main Central Thrust, is
still actively debated. Whereas this problem has been previously explored using thermo‐kinematic approaches
[Brewer and Burbank, 2006; Whipp et al., 2007; Robert
et al., 2009; Herman et al., 2010a], no clear mechanical
framework has been proposed that could provide a physical
understanding of the partitioning between those two faults.
Our study is an attempt to deliver this kind of perspective on
the behavior of the range and should help the joint analysis
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of the diversity of structural styles, geomorphologic controls, and kinematic regimes that are observed along the
Himalayan belt.
[56] Various modes of interactions between tectonics and
surface processes in active mountain ranges have been
proposed over the last 20 years. Our study suggests the
existence of an intriguing sensitivity of the Himalayan
wedge to surface loads. In the context of background slip
rates imposed by the far‐field tectonic loading, our models
indicate that reasonable unloading configurations could
significantly modulate slip rates on major faults. Whereas
such responses are dependent on the assumptions made for
crustal rheology and fault strength, our results suggest the
existence of significant transient adjustments at climatic
time‐scales (10–100 ky) such that the idea of tectonic steady
state in an active mountain range should be used with
caution and in a time frame that exceeds the scale of short‐
term variability.
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